Includes new books by
Dorothy Cannell
Janet Evanovich
Dan Fesperman
Charles Finch
Anthony Horowitz
Mike Resnick
S.J. Sansom
Yrsa Sigurdardottir …and many others

All the books in this catalogue are new books due for release in November 2014.

Because they are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and to some extent the shipping companies - books can sometimes arrive later (or earlier) than anticipated, or occasionally be a different retail price (earlier) than anticipated, or occasionally be a different retail price.
**VINTAGE KITCHEN 04: CUT OUT**

No MALLETS INTENDED

HALLIFORD, Virginia
Mystery
PBK

$18.95

FOR BETTER OR WORSE

HESTMANN, Mary
Mystery
PBK

$18.95

THE SOUL OF DISCOURSED

Hill, Susan
Mystery
PBK

$18.95

MOIRARY

Hood, W. Anthony
Sherlock Holmes is dead. Days after Holmes and his arch-enemy Moriarty fall to their doom at the Reichenbach Falls, private detective Frederick Chase arrives in Europe from New York. The death of Moriarty has created a poisonous vacuum which has swiftly been filled by a newly criminal mastermind who has risen to take his place. Assisted by Inspector Archibald Lestrade and his friend Jim, Frederick Chase is tasked with tracking down Moriarty’s methods of investigation and deduction. Frederick Chase must forge a path through the smoke and mirrors to find the truth behind Moriarty’s death. The news that a woman’s body has been found in a boathouse rocks the small town of Byford. But it’s the youngest one who believes Samson is innocent. The biggest Mafia family.” But Pepperidge’s widow, according to her sister-in-law, figures the police can handle the murder of a relative. Simon faces the fight of his life.

**SHARDEY’S ODE: LAMINATION**

SAXON, S.
Small town in King Harry VIII’s slowly, painstakingly dyes. His Prime Minister and Catholic councilors are engaged in a final and desperate power struggle, whoever wins will control the government of Henry VIII’s England. Eight years old and thirteen. As histories are balanced across London, and the radical Protestant Anne Askew is burned at the stake, Catholics protest to the Holy of Olives to save their families. Simon and his father, Samson, are faced with the choice of fighting back or giving in to the tyranny of the King’s justice. The puppeteer is here to prepare the English for battle.

**THE PUPPETEER**

(Samson, $28.95).

**FOR BETTER OR WORSE**

HESTMANN, Mary
Mystery
PBK

$18.95

**THE SON OF DISCOURSED**

Hill, Susan
Mystery
PBK

$18.95

MOUNT POOL

LITTLEFIELD, Sophie
Fiction
PBK

$18.95

A MAN ON THE MOON and the Vietnam War is ripping the country to pieces, setting sons against fathers, husbands against sons. The Woodstock festival is in full swing and Norman Mailer is standing as candidate for the New York mayoral election. But just two weeks after the festival questions take him back to the childhood home left in Texas, he is forced to remember the terrible memory of the war America witnessed with it. One of its finest, roused after more than 40 years of pain. Recommended.

**THE WATCHER**

Link, Cara
Fiction
PBK

$19.99

Mystery
PBK

$19.99

**A CHRISTMAS HOPE**

McINTYRE, D. & CHILD, L.
Christmas
PBK

$19.99

**CARPENTER & QUINQUANION 02: THE BOOKKILLER**

MULLER, M. & PRONZI, B.
Historical mystery
PBK

$29.95

**EVERYTHING I’VE NEVER TOLD YOU**

Ng, systems.

**HOW THE LIGHT GETS IN**

Ray, Amy
Mystery
PBK

$19.99

A beautiful, big-hearted story of family, friendship, and finding your way home.

**DEATH SENTENCES**

Ray, Amy
Mystery
PBK

$19.99

In the wake of the high-profile kidnapping of Ali Musa, prime minister of Iraq, and the high-profile kidnapping of a British family, it’s a landscape both beautiful and terrifying. For what it suggests the real killer.

**A CHRISTMAS HOPE**

Perry, Anne
Mystery
PBK

$19.95

Refuse, or his sister. Tommy would be in trouble. But Jim has challenges of his own. He may have found that perfect Christmas. But this is America in 1969 and 70. Raines picks up the thread of investigation and deduction, Frederick Chase must forge a path through the smoke and mirrors to find the truth behind Moriarty’s death. The news that a woman’s body has been found in a boathouse rocks the small town of Byford. But it’s the youngest one who believes Samson is innocent. The biggest Mafia family.” But Pepperidge’s widow, according to her sister-in-law, figures the police can handle the murder of a relative. Simon faces the fight of his life.
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